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Abstract
The sum of the areas of the parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter n+2 is equal to 4n. In this paper we give
a simple proof of this property by means of a mapping from the cells of parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter
n+2 to the 4n words of length n of the free monoid {a; b; c; d}∗. This mapping works in linear time. Then, we introduce
a tiling game arising from this enumerative property.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Preliminaries
In the plane Z × Z a cell is a unit square, and a polyomino is a 7nite-connected union of cells having no cut point
(see Fig. 1). Polyominoes are de7ned up to translations. A column (row, diagonal) of a polyomino is the intersection
between the polyomino and an in7nite strip of cells whose centers lie on a vertical (horizontal, diagonal) line. The area
of a polyomino is the number of its cells, and the semi-perimeter is the sum of the numbers of its non-empty rows and
columns.
Parallelogram polyominoes are de7ned by two lattice paths that use north and east unit steps, and intersect only at
their origin and extremity. These paths are commonly called the upper and the lower path. Fig. 2 depicts a parallelogram
polyomino having area 14 and semi-perimeter 10.
Polyominoes are well-known combinatorial objects and are related to many di:erent problems, such as: tiling [5], games
[4], enumeration [13] and discrete tomography [3]. It is known [6,11] that the number Pn of parallelogram polyominoes
having semi-perimeter n is Cn−1, where Cn is the nth Catalan number (sequence M1459 in [10]),
Cn =
1
n+ 1
(
2n
n
)
: (1)
Moreover, the following property holds.
Proposition 1.1. The sum of the areas of the parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter n+ 2 is equal to 4n.
In Fig. 3 the reader can check this property for n = 0; 1; 2; 3. This statement was 7rst proved in [8] by means of a
generating-functions approach. Later, another proof was given by Sulanke in [12], as a particular case of three polynomial
recurrences holding for the “mean diagonal presence”, the “mean diagonal thickness”, and the “mean diagonal thickness
squared” of parallelogram polyominoes.
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Fig. 1. On the left there is a polyomino, while the whole structure on the right is not a polyomino, but it is composed of two polyominoes.
upper path
diagonal
lower path
Fig. 2. A parallelogram polyomino, its upper and lower paths and a diagonal.
2
4
3
5
semiperimeter
Fig. 3. The set of parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter equal to 2, 3, 4 and 5, and area equal to 1; 4; 16 and 64, respectively.
Let K = {a; b; c; d}. The number of words of the free monoid K∗ having length n is equal to 4n. In this paper we
give a simple proof of Proposition 1.1 by means of a mapping which assigns a word of K∗ of length n to each cell of
the parallelogram polyominoes of semi-perimeter n + 2. This linear time mapping provides a direct coding for the cells
of parallelogram polyominoes by means of words in the alphabet {a; b; c; d}. A “bijective” approach to this problem was
7rstly proposed in [1], using di:erent techniques.
As a neat consequence of this enumerative property comes out the problem of tiling a square of side 2n using the
parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter n+ 2. In the last part of the paper, we present a tiling game based on
this problem.
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2. Encoding parallelogram polyominoes by means of 2-colored Motzkin paths
In this section we describe a classical linear algorithm for encoding parallelogram polyominoes by means of 2-colored
Motzkin words [2]. Let u∈K∗, X ∈K , |u|X will denote, as usual, the number of occurrences of X in u. A word u∈K∗
is a 2-colored Motzkin word (brieHy, Motzkin word) if:
(i) u is the empty word;
(ii) otherwise,
(1) |u|c = |u|d, and
(2) for any pre7x v of u, we have |v|c¿ |v|d.
In the sequel, we will also use a lattice paths representation for the words of K∗ and for Motzkin words. By the way, in
the plane Z× Z, we consider paths made up of rise steps, (1; 1), fall steps, (1;−1), and two types of unitary horizontal
steps (1; 0) which we call -colored and -colored horizontal steps. Let K denote the set of all lattice paths using those
steps and starting from (0; 0), and Kn the set of K paths made of n steps.
Each word of K∗ can then be naturally coded in terms of a path of K by coding the rise, fall, -colored and -colored
steps by c, d, a and b (see Fig. 4(a)), respectively.
Also Motzkin words have a simple lattice path representation, as Motzkin paths: they are lattice paths of K running
from (0; 0) to (n; 0) and remaining weakly above the x-axis (see Fig. 4(b)). From now on, we will use indi:erently both
the word and the path representation for the elements of K∗ and for Motzkin words, advising the reader that for any
word w, the corresponding path will be denoted as L(w).
It is standard that 2-colored Motzkin are enumerated by Catalan numbers. This and the previous results suggest the
existence of a correspondence between Motzkin words (paths) and parallelogram polyominoes. Such correspondence is
stated by the following algorithm which assigns a Motzkin word (path) of length n to each parallelogram polyomino of
semi-perimeter n+ 2.
Algorithm 1.
Input: A parallelogram polyomino P ∈Pn+2.
Output: A Motzkin (word) path, (P) of length n.
If the polyomino P is formed by a single cell, then (P) is the empty word.
else 1. Encode each of the two boundary paths by means of a binary array of n+2-elements, with 0 representing
the step (1; 0) and 1 the step (0; 1). Remove the 7rst and the last element from both the obtained arrays,
thus obtaining two n-length vectors, namely u(P) and l(P).
2. Build a 2× n binary matrix M (P), where the 7rst row is u(P) and the second row is l(P).
3. Decompose M (P) as m1; : : : ; mn, where each mi is a column of M (P), i.e. a vector 2× 1.
4. Encode M (P) with a Motzkin word (path), by the coding:(
1
0
)
→ c (rise step);
(
0
1
)
→ d (fall step),
(
1
1
)
→ a ( step);
(
0
0
)
→ b ( step).
As an example, we apply Algorithm 1 step by step to the polyomino P in Fig. 5(a).
1. P is represented by the vectors u(P) = (1; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 0) and l(P) = (1; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 0).
  a     d    b    a     c     c    b    c   a    b     c     c    d    a     d     b
β−
α−
rise step: c
fall step: d
 horizontal step: a
 horizontal step: b(a) (b)
Fig. 4. (a) a word in K∗ and the corresponding lattice path of K; (b) a Motzkin word and the corresponding Motzkin path.
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 a    b     c    c     d     a     d    b
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. (a) A parallelogram polyomino. (b) The corresponding Motzkin word (path).
2. The associated matrix M (P) is(
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
)
:
3. M (P) is decomposed as(
1
1
)(
0
0
)(
1
0
)(
1
0
)(
0
1
)(
1
1
)(
0
1
)(
0
0
)
:
4. The obtained Motzkin word (path) is depicted in Fig. 5(b).
3. The mapping
In this section we present an algorithm which de7nes a mapping of the cells of the parallelogram polyominoes having
semi-perimeter n+ 2 into the 4n n-length words of K∗, which bijectively proves Proposition 1.1.
A pointed 2-colored Motzkin word (brieHy pointed Motzkin word) is a word w in the alphabet K ∪ N, with N the
set of natural numbers, such that
(1) w = fkg;
(2) fg is a Motzkin word;
(3) k ∈N, and k6 |f|c − |f|d.
Roughly speaking, pointed Motzkin words represent the set of points located below Motzkin paths and above the x-axis.
More precisely, every pointed Motzkin word w = fkg, of length n + 1, uniquely determines the point with coordinates
(|f|; k) below the Motzkin path L(fg) (see Fig. 6).
Each polyomino P having semi-perimeter n + 2 can be decomposed in strips of cells constituting the ith diagonal,
namely di, 06 i6 n (see Fig. 7). Let di; j be the jth cell of the diagonal di of P, from south-east to north-west. It is
then straightforward to code each cell di; j of P by means of the pointed Motzkin word w = fkg, of length n+ 1, where
fg= (P), |f|= i, and k = j − 1.
The algorithm below assigns an n-length word of K∗ to each (n+ 1)-length pointed Motzkin word.
Algorithm 2.
Input: A pointed Motzkin word w = fkg of length n+ 1.
Output: A word  (w) of K∗ having length n.
If w = 0fg, then  (w) := fg;
else w = fkg, with |f|¿ 1.
The 7nal symbol of f can be a, b, c, or d.
We consider separately the four cases.
For simplicity’s sake the transformation performed by  will be described using the lattice path representation of w. So let
P be the Motzkin path L(fg), (|f|; k) the point corresponding to w, and ‘ the last step in L(f). We examine separately
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|f |
k
|f ||f |
a b c c 1 d a d b
−
c d
Fig. 6. A pointed Motzkin word and the corresponding point below a Motzkin path.
d0
d4
a b c c 1 d b d b
Fig. 7. A cell of a parallelogram polyomino, the corresponding point below a Motkzin path, and the pointed Motzkin word.
0 | f |
k | f | −| f |
2(| f | − | f | − k)+1
w = c c b c a c a d a 2 b c d b d d b d a
ψ (w) = d d b c a c a d c b c d b c c b c a
c d
c d
Fig. 8. The transformation  if ‘ is an -colored horizontal step.
the four possible cases:
(i) f = f′a (i.e. ‘ is an -horizontal step). In this case we draw a horizontal ray to the right from the center of each
vertical step (1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to (|f|; |f|c − |f|d) (see Fig. 8). There are |f|c − |f|d such rays. Each ray hits for
the 7rst time a fall step in P. We modify the sub-path on the right of P by changing the steps that are hit to rise
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k
| f | − | f |
  
w = c c b c a c a d a b 1 c d b d d b d a
2(k−(| f | − | f |  ))−1
(w) = d d b d a c a d a d c d b d d b c a
dc
c d
Fig. 9. The transformation  if ‘ is a -colored horizontal step.
steps. Moreover, we draw a horizontal ray to the left from the center of each vertical step (1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to
(|f|; k). There are k such rays. Each ray hits for the 7rst time a rise step in P. We modify the sub-path on the left
of P by changing the steps that are hit to fall steps. In this modi7ed path, we turn the -horizontal step ‘ into a
rise step. The obtained path  (w)∈Kn ends with ordinate 2((|f|c − |f|d)− k) + 1.
(ii) f = f′b (i.e. ‘ is a -horizontal step). In this case, we draw a horizontal ray to the left from the center of each
vertical step (1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to (|f|; |f|c − |f|d) (see Fig. 9). The number of these rays is |f|c − |f|d. Each ray
hits for the 7rst time a rise step in P. The sub-path on the left of P is then modi7ed turning the hit steps into fall
steps. Moreover, we draw a horizontal ray to the right from the center of each vertical step (1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to
(|f|; k). There are k such rays. Each ray hits for the 7rst time a fall step in P. We modify the sub-path on the right
of P by changing the steps that are hit to rise steps. In this modi7ed path, we turn the step ‘ into a fall step. The
obtained path is  (w) and the ordinate of its 7nal point is equal to 2(k − (|f|c − |f|d))− 1.
(iii) f=f′c (i.e. ‘ is a rise step). In this case, we draw a horizontal ray to the left from the center of each vertical step
(1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to (|f|; |f|c−|f|d) (see Fig. 10). There are |f|c−|f|d such rays. Each ray hits for the 7rst time
a rise step in P. We modify the sub-path on the left of P by changing the steps that are hit to fall steps. A horizontal
ray is drawn to the right starting from the center of each vertical step (1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to (|f|; k). There are k
such rays. Each ray hits for the 7rst time a fall step in P. We modify the sub-path on the right of P by changing
the steps that are hit to rise steps. The obtained path is  (w) and its 7nal point ordinate is 2(k − (|f|c − |f|d)).
(iv) f=f′d (i.e. ‘ is a fall step). In this case, we draw a horizontal ray to the left from the center of each vertical step
(1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to (|f|; |f|c − |f|d) (see Fig. 11). The number of such rays is |f|. Each of these rays hits for
the 7rst time a fall step in P which we change into a rise step. Moreover, we draw a horizontal ray to the left from
the center of each vertical step (1; 0) from (|f|; 0) to (|f|; k). There are k such rays. Each ray hits for the 7rst time
a rise step in P. We modify the sub-path on the left of P by changing the steps that are hit to fall steps. Finally,
we replace ‘ with a rise step and obtain  (w); the ordinate of its 7nal point is equal to 2((|f|c − |f|d)− k + 1).
The reader will agree that the computational cost of the transformation of Algorithm 2 is linear in the length of the
pointed Motzkin word, since it can be performed by means of a double check of the word:
(i) the 7rst one (from left to right) to determine the ordinate of the last point of f;
(ii) the second one to invert the steps according to the previously described transformation.
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k
| f |
| f | − | f |
2(k − (| f | − | f | ))
w = c c b c a c 2 a d a b c d b d d b d a
d
c
(w) = d d b d a d a d a b c d b d c b c a
c
d
Fig. 10. The transformation  if ‘ is a rise step.
2(| f | −| f | −k+1)
k
| f | − | f |
d
w = c c b c a c a d a b c d b 2 d d b d a
(w) = d d b c a c a d a b c c b c c b c a
c
c d
ψ
Fig. 11. The transformation  if ‘ is a fall step.
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The next step consists in proving that the mapping de7ned by Algorithm 2 is actually a bijection between the set of
pointed Motzkin words and K∗. To do this, it is suLcient to de7ne an inverse transformation  −1, mapping each n-length
word u of K∗ into a pointed Motzkin word  −1(u) such that  ( −1(u)) = u. We will de7ne  −1 in two steps:
(1) We de7ne a function  from K∗ to Motzkin words, by induction on the length of u∈K∗:
(i) if u is a Motzkin word, then (u) = u.
(ii) (c) = a, (d) = b.
(iii) If |u|¿ 2, and u is not a Motzkin word, let u = u1vu2, with u1 and u2 Motzkin words of maximal length
(possibly empty).
(a) If u1 and u2 are both empty, u has the form u= v1vv2, with v1; v2 ∈{c; d}, and then we let (u) = cvd;
(b) otherwise we let (u) = u1(v)u2.
Example 1. Let u= ddbcacadcbcdbccbca. We have
(u) = (ddbcacadcbcdbccbc)a
= c(dbcacadcbcdbccb)da
= c(dbcacadcbcdbcc)bda
= cc(bcacadcbcdbc)dbda
= ccb(cacadcbcdbc)dbda
= ccbc(acadcbcdb)ddbda
= ccbcacad(c)bcdbddbda
= ccbcacadabcdbddbda;
which is a Motzkin word of length 18. Now, one can consider the last recursive application of  on a non-empty
sub-word s of u such that (s) = s (thus s is not a Motzkin word!).
We will call such a word s the kernel of u, z(u). Referring to the above example, z(u) = c. Other examples:
z(caccdcbc) = ccdc, z(ccadbc) = ccadbc.
As a neat consequence of step (i), the function  is surjective.
(2) We de7ne the function  −1 which assigns to each n-length word u∈K∗ a pointed word  −1(u) of length n+ 1, of
the form
 −1(u) = fkg;
such that fg= (u).
(a) If u is a Motzkin word, then  −1(u) = 0u.
(b) Otherwise, let u= u1z(u)u2, and (u) = w1(z(u))w2. Again, we have some possibilities:
(i) z(u) = c, and (z(u)) = a;
(ii) z(u) = d, and (z(u)) = b;
(iii) z(u) = dmd, with m a Motzkin word, and (z(u)) = cmd;
(iv) z(u) = dmc, with m a Motzkin word, and (z(u)) = cmd;
(v) z(u) = cmc, with m a Motzkin word, and (z(u)) = cmd.
It is easy to verify that |z(u)| = 1 (i.e. cases (a) and (b)) if and only if | |u|c − |u|d| is odd, that is, the path
L(u) ends with odd ordinate.
In the sequel the 7ve cases will be treated separately (Fig. 12).
i. We have u= u1cu2 and (u) = w1aw2. We set f = w1a, g= w2, and
k =
|w1|c − |w1|d − (|u1|c − |u1|d)
2
:
Considering Example 1 we have u = ddbcacadcbcdbccbca, z(u) = c, u1 = ddbcacad, u2 = bcdbccbca,
w1 = ccbcacad, and w2 = bcdbddbda. We obtain k = 2, and  −1(u) = ccbcacada2bcdbddbda.
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a   a c   a a   c
b   b d   b b   d
c   d d   d d   c c   c
a   b c   b a   d
b   a d   a b c
Fig. 12. shows the bijection between the cells of the 5 parallelogram polyominoes with semi-perimeter 4 and the 16 words of K having
length 2.
ii. We have u= u1du2 and (u) = w1bw2. Analogously, we set f = w1b, g= w2, and
k =
|w1|c − |w1|d + |u2|c − |u2|d
2
:
iii. We have u= u1dmdu2, with u1; u2; m possibly empty, m Motzkin word, and (u)=w1cmdw2. We set f=w1c,
g= mdw2, and
k =
|u2|c − |u2|d + |f|c − |f|d − 1
2
:
For example, let u=dadbcddcbdc, z(u)=d(bcd)d, (u)=ca(c(bcd)d)cbdd. We have f=cac, g=bcddcbdd
and k = 1. Then  −1(u) = cac1bcddcbdd.
iv. We have u= u1dmcu2, with u1; u2; m possibly empty, m Motzkin word, and (u)=w1cmdw2. We set f=w1c,
g= mdw2, and
k = |f|c − |f|d:
For example, let u=dadbcdccbdc, z(u)=d(bcd)c, (u)= ca(cbcdd)cbdd. We have f= cac, g=bcddcbdd
and k = 2. Then  −1(u) = cac2bcddcbdd.
v. We have u=u1cmcu2, with u1; u2; m possibly empty, m Motzkin word, and (u)=w1cmdw2. We set f=w1cmd,
w2, and
k =
2(|f|c − |f|d + 1)− (|u|c − |u|d)
2
:
For example, let u = dacbcabcccbdc, z(u) = c(ab)c, (u) = cacb(cabd)dcbdd. We have f = cacbcabd,
g= dcbdd and k = 1. Then  −1(u) = cacbcabd1dcbdd.
4. Tiling a square with parallelogram polyominoes
A nice consequence of Proposition 1.1 is a conjecture proposed by Rogers et al. [8]. Fig. 3 illustrates the sets of
parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter 2, 3, 4 and 5, and total area 1, 4, 16 and 64, respectively.
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2
3
semiperimeter
4
5
Fig. 13. A tiling of a square of side 1 (resp. 2, 4 and 8) with the set of parallelogram polyominoes of semi-perimeter 2 (resp. 3, 4 and 5).
Fig. 14. Tiling a square of side 64 with the parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter 8.
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Fig. 15. The 42 pieces of the game. Tile a 16× 16 grid with them!
The numbers 4n naturally count the area of a square of side 2n, and allowing rotations of the pieces it is e:ectively
possible to tile a square of side 1, 2, 4 and 8 with the set of parallelogram polyominoes having semi-perimeter 2, 3, 4
and 5, respectively (see Fig. 13).
Conjecture 1. A square of side 2n can be tiled using the parallelogram polyominoes of semi-perimeter n+ 2.
This conjecture was proposed by Rogers et al. in [8], and it was proved true for n6 9 by Salvadori [9] (see Fig. 14).
Recently, Marc Paulhus [7] raised a stronger conjecture that for n¿ 5 the square can be tiled with no need to rotate the
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pieces. This conjecture was proved true for n=5; 6; 7. In particular, for n=5 there are 3204 di:erent tilings of the square,
and the number of solutions seems to be a rapidly increasing function of n. The authors are investigating if the coding
de7ned in Section 3 can be used to develop an algorithm to tile a square of side 2n using parallelogram polyominoes
having semi-perimeter n+ 2.
4.1. The game
Conjecture 1 suggests a nice tiling game.
The player has to construct a tiling of a square of side 16 with the 42 parallelogram polyominoes having semi-
perimeter 6.
There is at least one tiling!
The 42 possible shapes are illustrated in Fig. 15. To play the game, the reader can duplicate the 42 pieces and then
try to arrange them so that they cover a 16× 16 board.
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